SCHOLARSHIP & FELLOWSHIP RECIPIENTS
2017–2018 Academic Year

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS

Adele Collins Mason Scholarship
Shea Cours, California Alpha

Adrianna Bachan Memorial Scholarship
Polina Kulikova, California Gamma

Alabama Beta Sabrina Kelley Memorial Scholarship
Madison Kilpatrick, Alabama Beta

Alison Parchman Schomburg Education Scholarship
Cassandra Furlong, Vermont Beta

Amy Biehl Memorial Scholarship
Marisa Willson, California Alpha

Amy Louise Wheatley Memorial Scholarship
Lauren Serritella, New York Eta

Andrea Armstrong Shultz Scholarship
Mariah Maki, Virginia Eta

Annabelle Stambuli Memorial Scholarship
Marissa Ferrara, Illinois Epsilon

Arizona Beta Scholarship
McCall Donnelly, Arizona Beta

Arkansas Alpha Scholarship
Clair Green, Arkansas Alpha

Betty Blades Lofton Scholarship
Emma Frasier, Indiana Gamma

Bobbie Bliss Pittman Scholarship
Gabrielle Storey, California Mu

California Scholarship
Yvonne Chang, California Lambda

California Eta Angel Scholarship
Shiva Taghdis, California Eta

Carol Inge Warren Scholarship
Oliva Jacome, New York Epsilon

Carolyn Pavletich Lesh Scholarship
Chandler Webb, Texas Delta

Catherine Hauser Woodson and Cheryl Woodson Scholarship
Megan Ware, Alabama Beta

Colorado Alpha Memorial Scholarship
Whitney Stanton, Colorado Alpha

Dallas Alumnae Club/Ann Dudgeon Phy Scholarship
Alex Marcello, Texas Delta

Dorothy Nelson Hunter Memorial Scholarship
Katie Loyet, Illinois Theta

Frances H. Hofacre Minnesota Alpha Scholarship
Katie Moynagh, Minnesota Alpha

Fred and Virginia Hannum Scholarship
Ashley Santillanes, California Lambda

Continued
Friendship Fund Scholarships
Cristina Barreto, Florida Epsilon
Mary Brown, South Carolina Beta
Emily Carney, Arizona Beta
Julie Conrad, Tennessee Beta
Faith Giron, New Mexico Alpha
Kendal Harris, Alabama Alpha
Hannah Knoefel, Ohio Theta
Ae Kwon, Pennsylvania Theta
Jeanette Lam, Virginia Eta
Carolynn McCartney, Ohio Epsilon
Kathleen McIntyre, Ohio Beta
Cara Meyer, Oklahoma Beta
Abena Minta, Ohio Beta
Sophie Overton, New Mexico Alpha
Crista Palermo, New Mexico Alpha
Elyia Ruiz, North Carolina Alpha
Audrey Wren, Texas Gamma

Isabel Mulholland Cramer Scholarship
Tara Murphy, California Delta

Jane Hill Trowbridge Memorial Scholarship
Elyse Blanch, Idaho Alpha

Jenny Goodpasture Stiegler Memorial Scholarship
Emma Maritz, Oklahoma Beta

Jo Ann Minor Roderick Scholarship
Divya Desai, Alabama Alpha
Kailee McAfee, Ohio Theta

Jo Miller Lybrook Rudicel Scholarship
Sara Gubin, Indiana Beta

Juli Holmes Willeman Scholarship
Brooke Gowin, Iowa Beta

Kansas Alpha House Corporation Scholarship
Faith Connelly, Kansas Alpha
Halle Connelly, Kansas Alpha
Hannah Warren, Kansas Alpha

Lauren Rousseau Memorial Scholarship
Beatriz Gonzalez, Florida Epsilon

Louisiana Alpha Triple M Scholarship
Lindsay Heffker, Louisiana Beta

Marilyn J. Boren-Sweeney Scholarship
Reagan Dorow, California Gamma

Miriam J. Ledyard Memorial Scholarship
Diana DiPretoro, Indiana Delta

Missouri Alpha Scholarship
Mackenzie Ekren, Missouri Alpha
Shelby Mueller, Missouri Alpha

Montana Alpha Scholarship
Serena Klopp, Montana Alpha

Murdy Townsend Smith Memorial Scholarship
Laura Weiss, South Dakota Alpha

Nancy Dobson Grossman Scholarship
Samantha Garman, Indiana Beta
Natalie Sturgis, Indiana Beta

Nebraska Beta Scholarship
Kaitlyn Nohrenberg, Nebraska Beta

New York Delta
Natalie Murphy, New York Delta

Continued
Oklahoma Beta 1962 Balfour Cup Memorial Scholarship
Allison Ray, Oklahoma Beta

Oregon Gamma Scholarship
Tess Panetta, Oregon Gamma

Orpha O’Rourke Coenen Scholarship
Riley Almendinger, Indiana Delta
Alexandra Davidson, Indiana Delta

Patty Hill Davidson Scholarship
Taylor Watkins, Indiana Gamma

Peg George Houston Scholarship
Nicole Whiteside, Colorado Alpha

Phoenix Alumnae Club Scholarship
Stormmy Boettcher, Arizona Alpha

Sign of the Arrow Melissa Scholarship
Taylor Tingle, Alabama Beta

Susan Crane Kyle Indiana Beta Scholarship
Tate Hatter, Indiana Beta
Caroline Romer, Indiana Beta

Tennessee Gamma Scholarship
Mimi Trenkle, Tennessee Gamma

Undergraduate Scholarship Fund Scholarships
Sarah Birmingham, D.C. Alpha
Nicole Burns, Texas Delta
Alyssa Dussetschleger, Texas Gamma
Katie Evans, California Beta
Bailey Fergeson, Texas Gamma
Destinee Friedmann, Ohio Kappa
Marina Grabda, New York Eta
Meghan Grenier, Ohio Kappa

Jamie Hays, Oklahoma Beta
Lindsay Higgins, Alabama Alpha
Raegina Likewise, Illinois Beta-Delta
Cassidy Nugent, Ohio Epsilon
Rebecca Parramore, Florida Epsilon
Katherine Quigley, Virginia Iota
Kacy Rabinowitz, Florida Zeta
Brianna Reeves, Florida Zeta
Madison Stephenson-Darling, Texas Epsilon

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS

Beth van Maanen Beatty Memorial Fellowship
Rachel Sodee, Alabama Beta

Carolyn Helman Lichtenberg Fellowship
Shannon Bollard, Connecticut Alpha

Graduate Fellowship Fund
MacKenzie Johnson, Washington Alpha
Mary Stewart, Tennessee Gamma

Karen Consalus Price Graduate Fellowship
Julia Schroer, Missouri Alpha

Past Grand Presidents Memorial Graduate Fellowship
Miranda Jang, Connecticut Alpha
Kristen Keene, Oklahoma Beta
Julie Walters, California Nu

ALUMNAE CONTINUING EDUCATION (ACE) SCHOLARSHIPS

ACE Scholarship
Laurel Pegorsch, Idaho Alpha

Adele Collins Mason ACE Scholarship
Kitzi Hendricks, Nebraska Gamma

Barbara Anderson Blake ACE Scholarship
Robbi Robinson, California Kappa

Hannah Mervine Miles ACE Scholarship
Brooke Bonner Riley, West Virginia Alpha

Marguerite OBrien ACE Scholarship
Jessica Avila-Cuevas, Illinois Alpha